Chapters Updated 2/23/22
JP Selections/Classes Restricted to Junior, Amateur or Young Riders – PRES MOD to 118.1.a.
Chapters Updated 2/1/22
DR Saddlery and Equipment, Execution and Judging of Tests, Dress, The Piaffe,
EV Cross - Country Scoring, Saddlery, Appendix-Uncategorized Riders
Chapters Updated 1/21/22
DC FEI rules update to chapter
Chapters Updated 9/1/21
GR3 Competition Licensing
GR4 Drugs and Medications
GR8 Conduct of Licensed Competitions
GR9 Competition Prize Lists and Entries
GR12 Competition Officials, Employees, and Volunteers
AR Arabian, Half-Arabian and Anglo Arabian Division
WD Western Dressage

Chapters Updated 7/1/21
EV Eventing Division

Chapters Updated 6/1/21
GR5 Measurement and Entries
GR9 Competition Prize Lists and Entries
GR10 Licensed Officials
GR13 Competition Participants and Associated Individuals
DR Dressage Division
EV Eventing Division
Chapters Updated 5/1/21
GR3  Competition Licensing

Chapters Updated 4/1/21
GR8  Conduct of Licensed Competitions
AR  Arabian, Half-Arabian, and Anglo-Arabian Division
EV  Eventing Division